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Abstract
Business is the key concept of globalization in the 21st century. This study has analysed various methods of teaching Business
English in Romanian universities, taking into consideration the desiderata of business students nowadays. As students
attending the courses of faculties with an economics profile lack the experience of businesspeople actually activating on the
business stage, a Business English course description was presented, with a focus on applying learning skills to real-life
business situations. Results showed that pre-experience learners, future businesspeople themselves, were completely
enthusiastic about being offered the possibility to see, use and be part in genuine business situations. Results suggest that a
combination of teaching language skills, in this case Business English, with real-life business situations can be a perfectly
acceptable alternative to classical Business English textbooks. Business students can be highly motivated by their
participation in true business situations and also by the practicality of their study of Business English in the Romanian
economics environment.
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1. Paper Rationale
The economic crisis represents the central premise of the study of economics in universities with the purpose
of attaining feasible solutions and rescue methods. As English is the accepted international language of
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communication in companies, Business English has been highly rated in recent times and it is still on an
evolutional trend among trainees worldwide. An increasing number of business people and business students
admit a compulsory need of Business English knowledge in Romanian economic environments as more and more
national and global companies have at least one subsidiary in Romania. This clear need is currently leading
towards status recognition of business players who are genuinely able to operate in English while doing business.
The purpose of this study was to learn more about the necessity of using genuine materials in the Business
English class (metaphorically referred to as Utopian Business English Course Delivery, as compared to the
Dystopian-Traditional Business English Course Delivery) in order to raise students’ awareness both about
business and English. It is hoped that information from this study may be useful in successfully teaching
Business English to pre-experience learners.
2. Paper Theoretical Foundation and Related Literature
In 1977, Farnham-Diggory [1] talked about the behaviourist approach in teaching, or the S-R approach, which
focused on the idea that “a stimulus goes in, a response comes out and what happens in between is summarized
by a hyphen”. This behaviourist approach to learning was based on how the presentation and use of materials in
class influenced students’ behaviour regarding the concept of studying. For business students studying English,
this approach is intended to mitigate the grasp of economics information in terms of both inter-disciplinary
influence and a better exposure to language for specific purposes.
The concept of language for specific purposes has arisen for many years due to the constant development of
commerce and business done internationally. Howatt [2] argued that even from the 16th century, commercial
English represented a real necessity for incoming Huguenot and other Protestant refugees to England. This
offered a genuine need for Business English in early English language teaching and generated a rich assembly of
materials and textbooks. The practicality of Business English teaching has been, thus, in discussion ever since.
In 2003, Ellis and Johnson [3] decided there were two groups of Business English learners: job-experienced
learners (managers and office staff in general) and pre-experience language learners (students attending faculties
of economics and business administration. In consequence, Business English teachers have to adapt their course
delivery according to the trainees’ experience of work and their motivation. Ellis and Johnson [3] described pre-
experience learners as being open-minded, but lacking “confidence in their ability to deal with business subject
matter.” It is the teacher’s responsibility, though, to find adequate material, both intriguing in meaning and useful
in form – as far as grammar and vocabulary patterns are concerned – so as to make the pre-experience learner be
interested and acknowledge the usefulness of the Business English class.
Hutchinson and Waters [4] stated that English for Specific Purposes was not a matter of teaching specialised
varieties of English; English for Specific Purposes was not just a presentation of science words; and that English
for Specific Purposes was not at all different from any other kind of language teaching. However, these three
ideas need further comments and detailed analysis since in the 21st century we can no longer separate Business
English teaching form a linguistic point of view from actual business taught in English with the purpose of
actually teaching English.
3. Methodology
Two different material-based methods for Business English teaching in economics faculties profile were
compared. Two groups of students attending the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration were taught
two Business English Courses – the Utopian Business English Course Delivery, and a traditional course – using
entirely dissimilar teaching materials. Participants in the study were students in courses offered through
economics education at the University of Craiova in October 2012. In each group there were 25 pre-experience
learners and all students were in their first year of academic study. The specialization of both groups was Finance
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and Banking. The assumption was made that all participant pre-experience learners represented a sample of
typical trainees in economics education in Romania. Therefore, the findings could be generalized to the extent
that other groups of students are similar to the subjects.
The first group, Group 1, was used for the Traditional Business English Course Delivery. For Group 1, the
teaching materials were selected from a teaching Business English textbook. Thus, for the reading, speaking and
writing sections, the teacher used “Business Vocabulary in Use” [5], by Bill Mascull. The themes taught were
“Sales and Cost” and “Profitability and Unprofitability.”
The second group, Group 2, was used for the Utopian Business English Course Delivery. For Group 2, the
teaching materials were selected from genuine business environments. A first part was covered by an article
published in the online issue of the “Financial Times” [6], 25th October 2012, reading was covered by an Annual
General Meeting presentation; during the writing section students had to design a quarterly report of a small
enterprise (which demanded that every step be taken to preserve its anonymity in this research paper); and
speaking made students perform a negotiation role-play. No theoretical background was used and all explanations
contained numberless examples taken from the economics field. A comparison was then made between a
Traditional Business English Course Delivery and the Utopian Business English Course Delivery.
Before having been communicated what the use of this study would be, all students were introduced to the
procedures to be used. It was clearly explained that the teaching-learning sessions would be followed by a written
evaluation on the business information presented.
Both classes were organized into two-hour class sessions. The teaching was provided by the same Business
English teacher, who used the lecture-discussion technique in class. A great attention was given to the materials
used in class, since they were the ones to decide whether pre-experience learners benefited more from real
business world exposure or traditional textbooks.
The materials used for Group 1 were “designed to help intermediate and upper-intermediate learners of
business English improve their business vocabulary. It is for people studying English before they start work and
for those already working who need English in their job. Apart from improving your business vocabulary, the
book also helps you to develop the language needed for important business communication skills” (8) [5]. The
units “Sales and Cost” and “Profitability and Unprofitability” contained key business vocabulary, classified
according to the structure seen in the following table:
Table 1. Business vocabulary presented in the textbook and teaching approach
Business vocabulary Teaching approach
Sales figures/ meeting/ growth/ team/
forecast/ turnover/ revenue/ target/
volume
Direct/ fixed/ variable/ indirect/
overhead/ total costs
Gross/ net/ profit margin
Mark-up
Profitable/ unprofitable/ loss-making/
products
Money-spinners/ cash cows
Go over budget
Be under budget
economies of scale
learning/ experience curve
the S-R approach;
lecture;
matching word combinations with their correspondent
definitions;
choosing the correct expression;
answering questions;
problem solving;
completing sentences using the vocabulary explained;
matching sentence beginnings with the correct endings;
discussions and evaluation.
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The materials used for Group 2 were presented in their original form, as either an article published in an
economics newspaper presenting real business information, or official documents of a small enterprise (Annual
General Meeting presentation and a quarterly report). The key business vocabulary encountered in these materials
was classified according to the structure seen in the following table:
Table 2. Business vocabulary presented in genuine business materials and teaching approach
Business vocabulary Teaching approach
cut its full-year sales growth
expectations
pressure on customer budgets
revenues
budget deficit
economic downturn
put the brakes on client
slowdown
like-for-like revenue growth falling
back to 1.9 per cent
WPP shares
early trading
financial markets
to keep a lid on its costs during the
solid growth
to buy spree
to snap up a company
share price
cash flow
the share price has already come off
the S-R approach;
lecture;
matching word combinations with their correspondent
definitions;
choosing the correct expression;
answering questions;
problem solving;
completing sentences using the vocabulary explained;
matching sentence beginnings with the correct endings;
discussions and evaluation
The teaching approach, and consequently the teaching techniques were the same for both groups, as the input
focused on traditional versus genuine materials used when teaching Business English. The major comparison was
made between students’ performance and interest in either the Utopian Business English Course Delivery or the
Traditional Business English Course Delivery. There were valuable improvements in the methods used in class,
mostly to develop the practice and business abilities of pre-experience learners. Both Group 1 and Group 2 were
submitted to a ten-minute written evaluation at the end of the courses with the purpose of testing students’
progress. Null hypotheses were developed to test the research questions of the present study:
• There is no difference of performance between the two groups, irrespective of the nature of teaching
materials used;
• There is no difference in students’ interest in the Business English course, irrespective of the nature of
teaching materials used;
• There is no difference between teaching approaches, irrespective of the nature of materials used.
4. Results
The results of the evaluation test (Table 3) showed that pre-experience learners performed satisfactorily in
both groups. Pre-experience learners in Group 1 performed slightly poorer than those in Group 2 as far as
producing and defining business vocabulary are concerned, but were better at describing business procedures
than their colleagues. This may indicate that textbooks designed for didactic purposes pay close attention to
students’ ability to comprehend specific language with the aim of using it in productive contexts. Genuine
materials courses, though, lack a predefined structure which to assure definite results in pre-experience learners’
ability to describe a business procedure.
The test scores for Group 2 were generally higher than those of Group 1, which indicates that Group 2
performed better at both producing and defining the business vocabulary taught using students’ exposure to
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genuine business situations than Group 1. Pre-experience learners in Group 1 were motivated by the chosen
business themes and by the practicality of the English course. Their learning targets were fully attained without
the students’ feeling overwhelmed by either theoretical or impractical resources.
Table 3. Evaluation test
Group 1 Group 2
Producing vocabulary 63% 74%
Defining vocabulary 58% 61%
Describing a business procedure 47% 36%
5. Discussions
These results suggest that pre-experience learners attending the Faculty of Economics and Business
Administration at the University of Craiova need the exposure to genuine business situations during their
Business English classes. In this way, the teacher may test students’ receptiveness to business language, test
students’ ability to pay attention and be interested in the subject matter during the course, develop students’
interest in the study of English as a practical tool in their future job, acknowledge students’ need to be able to do
their future job in English if they have the opportunity to work for a multinational or global company.
Likewise, whenever pre-experience learners in Group 2 made an appropriate response, the teacher always
reinforced it by an external stimulus, as sustained by the S-R approach. Since this external stimulus was a
genuine business situation and not a page in a textbook, the reinforcement was even more powerful and students
succeeded in performing well.
Conclusions
Our first two hypotheses, that there would be no significant difference of performance between the two
groups, irrespective of the nature of teaching materials used, and that there would be no difference in students’
interest in the Business English course, irrespective of the nature of teaching materials used were rejected.
However, our third hypothesis, that there would be no difference between teaching approaches, irrespective of
the nature of materials used, was not rejected.
The findings might indicate that this lecture-discussion approach to teaching Business English using genuine
business materials is the next step towards teaching English by using business real-life situations on a daily basis
in universities. As a consequence, pre-experience learners could improve both their English and their business
skills in English and be ready for the international field of work.
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